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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates whether parliamentary election outcomes affect consumption of households belonging to Scheduled Castes and Tribes (SC/ST’s), the poorest Indian households that constitute a quarter of the total population. Using arguably exogenous variation in party affiliation introduced by close election outcomes, this paper finds that expenditure of SC/ST households was higher in regions where candidates more sympathetic to the groups were successful. These results demonstrate that SC/ST welfare respond to election outcomes in instances when successful politicians do not belong to SC/ST’s, and these findings further demonstrate that the poorest Indian households are targeted during times of political competition.
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Introduction

A growing body of literature has begun to thoroughly document how elections and electoral motivations affect government policy choices. Citizen-candidate models generally posit that politicians have both a desire to be re-elected and policy preferences based on ideology, and therefore their identity might affect government policies through both motives (e.g., Dixit and Londregan 1998; Kartik and McAfee 2007). Consistent with this model, recent empirical studies have found evidence of political competition affecting policy choices (e.g., Cole 2009; Bardhan and Mookherjee 2010). Alternatively, studies have also demonstrated how the characteristics of winning politicians might affect policy choice, where both a politician’s gender and social status affect the types of government spending in both developed and developing countries (e.g., Chattopadhyay and Duflo 2004; Rehavi 2008).

Attempting to better identify who might benefit from politically-motivated spending, this study focuses on whether election outcomes affect the consumption of the poorest segment of the Indian population—households belonging to Scheduled Castes and Tribes (SC/ST’s). Nearly a quarter of the total population belongs to these groups, and they have a higher incidence of poverty and face worse health outcomes than the rest of the population (e.g., Deshpande 2000; Subramanian et al. 2006). Thus, shifts in economic outcomes for the group might have potentially large effects on household welfare.

The two most successful political parties of the past two decades, the Indian National Congress (INC) and the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), have had varying success in capturing support from voters belonging to these groups. The BJP rose to prominence in the late 1980’s by denunciating what they perceived as ‘minority appeasement’ by the ruling INC government, which included opposing policies strongly supported by members of SC/ST’s (Seshia 1998). Based on voter surveys, these differences in overt policy positions resulted in voters belonging to these groups disproportionately siding for candidates representing most other political parties over those representing the BJP (e.g., Yadav 2004).

Given these differences in courting voters belonging to SC/ST’s, this study presents a simple framework in which incumbent politicians target different levels of government spending at different groups of voters based on their ability to affect the voting decision of each group’s members. Politicians are assumed to evenly distribute resources across all households within a group, and cannot only target impressionable households. A growing empirical literature has found that there is a signif-
icant electoral return to targeted government spending (e.g., Manacorda, Miguel, and Vigorito 2011). Similar to models of clientelism (e.g. Robinson and Verdier 2002), such a model might predict that successful BJP parliamentary candidates target more government resources at higher caste voters. Alternatively, successful non-BJP candidates might target more resources at households belonging to SC/ST’s. There are two different avenues through which successful parliamentary candidates might affect consumption- directly through funds allocated by individual members of parliament in their own constituencies, or indirectly by lobbying other branches of government to either increase overall spending on SC/ST’s or to increase the efficacy of existing programs targeting government resources at these groups.

However, it is difficult to disentangle the success of candidates belonging to particular political parties from unobservable events that cause changes to both the economic well-being of households belonging to SC/ST’s and electoral outcomes. To overcome endogeneity concerns, this study utilizes close election outcomes involving a BJP candidate. These outcomes critically depend on shocks to voter turnout, which are arguably uncorrelated with other determinants of the economic well-being of the poorest households (e.g., Lee 2008). The identification assumption is that a win or loss for a candidate in a close election is as good as randomly assigned.

Consistent with this hypothesis, this study demonstrates that BJP candidates won approximately half of the close elections in which they were involved. Furthermore, the success of the party in close elections in a region is uncorrelated with a number of other observable regional characteristics that are likely correlated with consumption of households belonging to SC/ST’s. Thus, this study compares expenditures of households belonging to SC/ST’s in regions where BJP candidates were lucky and won close elections to regions where they were unlucky and lost close elections.

Using this approach, this study finds that BJP success was important and significantly influenced consumption of these households. Specifically, in regions where the BJP was more successful in close elections, SC/ST households had a lower level of overall expenditure. In regions where the BJP won all close elections- which increased the total share of seats won by the BJP by 31 percent on average- expenditure of households belonging to SC/ST’s was 10.4 percent lower. Although not all SC/ST households are poor, BJP success reduced expenditure of both poor and well-off SC/ST households. Furthermore, these consumption changes were composed of differences in both food and non-food expenditures. In particular, SC/ST households had lower expenditures on food items that help to diversify the household diet away from consumption of cereals and other types of cheap calories, which is consistent with household coping strategies in response to negative income shocks in many
developing countries (e.g., Block et al. 2004; Brinkman et al. 2009).

These results survive important robustness checks. All measures of expenditure are uncorrelated with BJP success in future close elections. One would expect the lack of a correlation if close election outcomes were driven by shocks to voter turnout that were uncorrelated with other determinants of consumption of SC/ST households. However, there might have been a correlation if the outcomes of close elections were actually detecting an unobserved relationship with omitted variables, or trends in consumption.

This paper fits within the literature analyzing the effects of reserving electoral seats for SC/ST politicians on the welfare of SC/ST voters, and provides an arguably causal link between success of particular political parties and expenditure of households belonging to SC/ST’s. A number of studies have analyzed how reservations of electoral seats for SC/ST politicians affect the welfare of members of those groups at both the state (e.g., Pande 2003; Chin and Prakash 2011) and the local level (e.g., Besley et al. 2004; Duflo, Fischer, and Chattopadhyay 2008; Bardhan, Mookherjee, and Torrado 2010; Munshi and Rosenzweig 2010). Many of these studies find that particular group membership, whether SC or ST, had an effect on policy choices and which group benefited (e.g., Pande 2003; Bardhan, Mookherjee, and Torrado 2010; Chin and Prakash 2011). However, these results demonstrate that SC/ST households can benefit from political outcomes in instances where successful candidates are not group members themselves, which suggests that SC/ST voters are being more broadly targeted than the relatively small number of seats being reserved for SC/ST politicians. Furthermore, these results, along with Mitra (2011), focus on the effects parliamentary outcomes have on household welfare as opposed to state and local elections. Although state and local governments significantly affect household outcomes, these results suggest that Members of Parliament also significantly influence welfare of SC/ST households.

This paper also fits within the literature on electoral determinants of policy choices and economic outcomes (e.g. Cole 2009; Manacorda, Miguel, and Vigorito 2011; Bardhan and Mookherjee 2010). These results demonstrate that individual behavior and economic outcomes of a sizeable portion of the population can be significantly affected by election outcomes. Hsieh et al. (2011) is the most closely related, which finds that political dissenters in Venezuela - also a large share of the population - fared worse economically than the rest of the population. The results in this study generalize the relationship between political competition and economic outcomes to an arguably more democratic country, and further demonstrate that the poorest and worst-off segment of the population can be affected. This latter finding has potentially important implications for both poverty and household
nutrition.

Although this indirect analysis has little to say about the exact mechanism by which politicians might affect consumption, other studies have similarly used indirect analysis in both the political economy literature (e.g., Hsieh et al. 2011), and the corruption literature (e.g., Hsieh and Moretti 2006; DellaVigna and La Ferrara 2010). Furthermore, this study is also related to the literature utilizing the arguably random variation introduced by close election outcomes to determine the effects of election outcomes on the electorate (e.g., Lee, Moretti, and Butler 2004; Lee 2008; Rehavi 2008; Eggers and Hainmueller 2009; Gerber and Hopkins 2010, Clots-Figueras 2012, etc.).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 1 provides a brief description of SC/ST’s, as well as a brief summary of the Indian political system; Section 2 presents a simple model describing government spending; Section 3 presents the data and the empirical strategy; Section 4 presents the empirical results; and Section 5 concludes.

Section 1.1: Background of Scheduled Castes and Tribes

The term ”Scheduled Castes” originates from the Government of India Act 1935, and refers to groups previously called Depressed Classes by the British authorities. The term was applied primarily to groups referred to as untouchables- those who performed what were perceived as unpleasant jobs (Revankar 1971). In 1950, the government provided a complete listing of castes that were designated as Scheduled Castes (The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Order, 1950), and also designated a list of tribes of aboriginal peoples of India as Scheduled Tribes (The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Order, 1950).

These groups have historically been discriminated against through both economic and social means. The Constitution of India protects the interest of these groups through special laws outlawing the discrimination against an individual on the grounds of ”untouchability” (The Untouchability Practices Act, 1955), as well as raising the penalties of crimes against individuals belonging to Scheduled Castes and Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities Act, 1989). Additionally, since members of these groups are on average significantly poorer than the rest of the population and lack many opportunities, a certain share of both public sector jobs and university admissions are reserved for members of these groups. Furthermore, in order to represent the groups’ interests in politics, a number of electoral seats are reserved for members of SC/ST’s.

Although a number of safeguards have been employed in the Constitution, SC/ST’s still suffer
from significantly higher poverty rates than the rest of the population (e.g., Deshpande 2000). In both rural and urban areas, members of the groups are disproportionately employed in marginal occupations. In rural areas, members of the groups are primarily employed as agricultural laborers; in urban areas, a large number of people belonging to SC/ST’s are employed as casual workers in the informal sector (Mehta and Shah 2003). These economic differences also translate into worse health outcomes, where mortality rates are significantly higher for members of these groups relative to the rest of the population (e.g., Subramanian et al. 2006).

Given the safeguards in the Constitution, legislation protecting these groups has long been an important political issue. The two most dominant political parties of the late 1990’s and the 2000’s, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and the Indian National Congress (INC), have had varying success in courting support from voters belonging to SC/ST’s. The long dominant INC has a history of providing safeguards for the groups following the country’s independence. This support continued through a commitment to a number of populist policies designed to support disadvantaged members of society (e.g., Chandra 2000).

On the other hand, the BJP historically has had little support from voters belonging to SC/ST’s. The party was formed in 1980 from the reorganization of the Bharatiya Jana Sangh (BJS) after the fall of Janata Party government. However, the political base of its predecessor, the BJS, was primarily comprised of upper castes in the North Indian states (Seshia 1998). Furthermore, the party has espoused a Hindu-centric philosophy which is intertwined with the discrimination faced by group members (e.g., Kohli 1998). Additionally, the party continues to be perceived as placing less emphasis on the welfare of the poorer segments of society than most other political parties, where for example, the party focused on the country’s high rate of growth in the 2004 campaign and was punished by the large segments of society that were not sharing in that growth (e.g., Sthanumoorthy and Eapen 2004).

The current and historical stances of the BJP on issues important to voters from SC/ST’s have translated into less political support from these groups. Voters belonging to SC/ST’s disproportionately vote more often for both INC candidates and for candidates from all other parties than they do for BJP candidates (e.g, Heath 1999). On the other hand, the BJP receives significantly more support from members of upper castes relative to other political parties (e.g., Yadav 2004).

Section 1.2: The Role of Members of Parliament
The Indian government is a parliamentary democracy composed of the central, state, and local governments. Both the central and state governments are responsible for legislation that significantly affect the day-to-day lives of voters, whereas, there is much less consensus regarding the powers of local governments (e.g., Vyasulu 2004). Among other things, the Seventh Schedule of the Constitution of India divides power between the central government, the states, and areas where the two share responsibility. All powers not mentioned are ascribed to the central government. Generally speaking, issues affecting all states are ascribed to the central government, such as macroeconomic stability, international trade, etc. This division leaves many vital areas to state governments, such as public order, agriculture, irrigation, and land rights.

Part V of the Constitution of India creates two major groups affecting the provision of national government resources: individual politicians elected to parliament (MP’s) and the executive branch. MP’s serve both a legislative capacity, and are integral in the choice of the Prime Minister, who leads the executive branch. In their legislative capacity, MP’s can directly affect legislation important to individuals belonging to SC’s and ST’s and their well-being. However, MP’s can also directly target government resources at one group relative to another, such as through the Members of Parliament Local Area Development Scheme (e.g., Keefer and Khemani 2009). Alternatively, MP’s can also indirectly leverage both the central and state governments through their legislative capacity to benefit one group over another (Constitution of India).

Although the national leaders of the BJP have taken a number of high profile positions that suggest they might not be sensitive to the preferences of voters belonging to SC/ST’s, there is no direct evidence of BJP MP’s favoring upper castes over SC/ST’s in their own constituency. Similarly, there is little direct evidence of candidates from other political parties favoring voters belonging to SC/ST’s. However, both state and national politicians have repeatedly shown a willingness to target government resources at specific regions, groups, firms, and even individuals for political gain. Studies have found a number of instances of state governments targeting increased agricultural support to regions based on electoral motivations (e.g., Cole 2009; Bardhan and Mookherjee 2010); Sinha (2005) presents an account of the "License Raj," and the manipulation by the national government in granting licenses to businesses; studies have presented suggestive evidence that state governments have differentially priced electricity based on political concerns (e.g., Reddy and Sumithra 1997); and oftentimes politicians campaign on a wide array of targeted welfare programs (e.g., Suri 2004).

Section 2.1: A Simple Model of Policy Choice
In this section, I present a simple framework demonstrating how incumbents of different political parties might target social groups with different levels of government spending. It is assumed that voters belong to one of two groups: SC/ST’s (group one) or all other groups (group two). Politicians choose some level of government spending $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$ targeted at groups one and two respectively.

Some share of voters of each group - denoted by $\alpha_j$ - might change their vote based on receiving a share of a mobilization policy $\pi_j$. The remaining share of voters are unaffected by government spending. However, politicians cannot identify which individual households might belong to the impressionable share, and must distribute $\pi_i$ across group i equally. The mobilization policies are not interpreted to be the responsibility of the government, but rather disbursement of discretionary resources that give private benefits to constituents.

It is assumed that Voter i, will vote for the incumbent if the following decision rule $D_{ij}$ is positive:

\[
D_{ij} = u(s_j\pi_j) + \theta_i
\]

where j denotes the group to which individual i belongs, $u(.)$ denotes a concave utility function, $s_j$ denotes the share of the mobilization policy $\pi_j$ evenly divided amongst the members of group j, and $\theta_i$ represents individual i’s underlying political preference for the incumbent.\(^1\) This preference is drawn from a common distribution function $F_\theta$ that is symmetric about zero, and is derived from the provision of public resources since the last election, likability relative to the challenger, etc. It is further assumed that it becomes increasingly difficult to attract more polarized voters.\(^2\) For simplicity, this framework assumes only one challenger in the upcoming election.\(^3\)

Using the probability that the benefits from mobilization policies $\pi_j$ overwhelm the political preferences of individuals who would have voted against the incumbent, one can solve for the expected vote change from implementing policies $\pi_j$ as follows:

\[
\Delta M = \sum_{j=1}^{2} \alpha_j \cdot Total_j \cdot \{ F_\theta(0) - F_\theta[-u(s_j\pi_j)] \}
\]

where $Total_j$ denotes the total number of voters in each group, and $\alpha_j$ denotes the share of voters in each group whose voting preference is affected by the mobilization policies. In this formulation, $\Delta M$ is increasing and concave in each mobilization policy $\pi_j$.\(^4\)

The actual vote share for the politician in the next election and the expected margin of victory are respectively decomposed as:
\[ V_t = V_{t-1} + \Delta M + \psi + \epsilon \]

(4) \[ Marg = E(V_t) - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{2} Total_j \]

where \( V_{t-1} \) represents the votes accumulated in the previous election, \( \Delta M \) is the change in the votes arising from mobilization policies \( \pi_j \), \( \psi \) are expected changes in votes unrelated to policies \( \pi_j \), and \( \epsilon \) denotes the unexpected change in votes arising from uncertainty in voter turnout. It is assumed that \( \epsilon \) is governed by a distribution function \( G \), which is symmetric about zero. It is also assumed that larger uncertain swings are less likely than smaller ones.\(^5\)

Solving for the probability that the uncertain vote swing will overwhelm the expected margin of victory, the probability the incumbent will win the next election is given by:

(5) \[ \phi = 1 - G(-Marg) \]

This probability function is an increasing function in each mobilization policy \( \pi_j \), and thus gives an electoral motive to increase government spending towards constituents.

Formalizing the motives of incumbent politicians, I assume risk neutral incumbents allocate mobilization policies across the different groups as follows:

\[ \Pi^* = \arg\max_{\pi_1, \pi_2} \phi(\pi_1, \pi_2) R - C(\pi_1, \pi_2) \]

where \( R \) represents the economic rent derived from holding office, and \( C(\pi_1, \pi_2) \) is a function governing the cost of implementing policies \( \pi_j \). Although citizen candidate models generally posit that politicians have both ideological and electoral costs in policy choices, (e.g., Kartik and McAfee 2007), for simplicity it is assumed that the costs here only represent the monetary expense to the government and that the marginal costs are constant (denoted by \( c_j \)).

The choice of government spending is determined by the following set of first order conditions:

(6) \[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \Delta M} \frac{\partial \Delta M}{\partial \pi_j} R = c_j \quad \text{for } j = 1, 2 \]

The LHS of (6) denotes the marginal benefit from implementing policies \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \), and the RHS the constant marginal cost of each policy. Based on this simple framework, it can be demonstrated that the \( \pi_1^* \) and \( \pi_2^* \) that satisfy the first order conditions are indeed optimal.\(^6\)
Section 2.2: Variation in Spending Based on Influence Over Voters

Most importantly, this simple framework demonstrates that politicians will change their relative spending on each group based on their ability to attract voters with government spending. In particular, it can be demonstrated that increasing the share of a particular group that can be attracted by government spending will result in more government spending on that group (i.e., \( \frac{\partial \pi_i^*}{\partial \alpha_i} > 0 \)), and decrease spending on the other group (i.e., \( \frac{\partial \pi_j^*}{\partial \alpha_i} < 0 \) for \( i \neq j \)). In the limiting case where a politician cannot influence a group at all with government spending (i.e., \( \alpha_i = 0 \)), politicians chooses \( \pi_i^* = 0 \) and focuses all spending on other groups.

In the context of this study, BJP candidates likely have different abilities to attract voters belonging to SC/ST’s relative to candidates belonging to most other political parties. In particular, based on voter surveys discussed above and the relative positions the BJP has taken on national issues that are strongly supported by voters belonging to SC/ST’s, it is likely that non-BJP incumbents would be able to affect a larger share of the SC/ST vote with government spending than BJP incumbents. Based on the simple framework above, one might expect incumbents from most other political parties to target a higher share of government resources at households belonging to SC/ST’s than BJP incumbents. Furthermore, BJP Incumbents might transfer a higher share of government resources to households belonging to upper castes than other incumbents.

Section 3.1: Data

Based on the simple model above, this study estimates whether a loss by a BJP candidate resulted in a higher level of expenditure for households belonging to SC/ST’s. The consumption data come from surveys conducted by the National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO), while detailed election data until the 2004 election are obtained from the Election Commission of India. This study matches election outcomes between 1998 and 2004, the time during which the BJP was most competitive in parliamentary elections, to consumer expenditure surveys conducted in the year after each election.

Thus, this study matches election outcomes from 1998, 1999, and 2004 to the 54’th, 56’th, and 61’st rounds of the NSSO consumer expenditure surveys respectively. In each round, the NSSO collects detailed household expenditures on particular food and non-food items using either a 30 or 365-day recall period. The overall monthly household expenditure used in the baseline empirical specification consists of the sum of expenditure on items for which there is 30-day recall period reported.
in all three expenditure surveys. In particular, this excludes expenditure on clothing, institutional medical expenses, education, and durable goods. The baseline analysis restricts expenditures on these items in order to match only post-election expenditures to election outcomes, as well as to make recall periods consistent across surveys.\footnote{11}

However, this analysis needs to match election data, which is given by Parliamentary Constituency (PC), to the consumption data, which is given at the district level. Unfortunately there is not a direct mapping between the two - matching socio-economic data that is usually available at the district level to electoral markers available at the PC level has long been a challenge for scholars (e.g., Alam 2010). Thus, districts and PC’s are aggregated in to larger regions until there are consistent boundaries between the electoral and administrative boundaries. The number of districts in a region varies between 1 and 19 with an average of 3.21, while the number of PCs in a region varies from 1 to 26 with an average of 4.4. In total, there are 124 regions covering all states and Union Territories.\footnote{12},\footnote{13}

Restricting the sample to households residing in regions where the BJP was involved in at least one close election, descriptive statistics of household expenditure are presented in Table 1. There is a large amount of variability in household expenditures, both within groups and across all 94,765 households. As expected, expenditure in households belonging to SC/ST’s is lower than the average for other Indian households in all three surveys. Furthermore, it is important to note that not all households belonging to SC/ST’s are poor, and some spend significantly more than households belonging to other groups.

\textbf{Section 3.2: Empirical Strategy}

One would ideally like to estimate the direct relationship between expenditure of households belonging to SC/ST’s and the share of elections in a region won by parties other than the BJP. However, this sort of estimation is difficult to interpret due to omitted variables. For example, one would not know if some unobserved shock is causing both the success of particular political parties and changes to household expenditure.

Thus, this study attempts to estimate a slightly different specification exploiting the randomness introduced by close election outcomes. Contingent on being in a close election, the outcome has been shown to be quasi-random (e.g., Lee 2008). As mentioned in the introduction, the electoral support for a particular candidate is driven higher or lower based on shocks to voter turnout that might differentially affect supporters and non-supporters. These sorts of shocks are arguably uncorrelated
with other determinants of consumption, and can be used to consistently estimate the relationship between the expenditure of households belonging to SC/ST’s and election outcomes involving the BJP.\textsuperscript{14}

Specifically, this study focuses on close elections in which a BJP candidate placed either first or second. This study restricts the sample to households residing in regions where the BJP was involved in a close election and calculates the share of close elections won by the BJP in each of those regions as follows:

\begin{equation}
BJPShare_{Close} = \frac{CloseWon_{rt}}{CloseWon_{rt} + CloseLost_{rt}} \quad \text{if } CloseWon_{rt} + CloseLost_{rt} > 0
\end{equation}

where \textit{CloseWon} denotes the number of close elections won by the BJP in district \( r \) at time \( t \); \textit{CloseLost} denotes the number of close elections lost by the BJP candidate. In the baseline specification, an election is identified as close if the margin of victory was less than 3 percent of the vote share.\textsuperscript{15} This measure identifies regions where the BJP was lucky and won a higher share of close seats, which is correlated with overall success of the BJP in a region by construction.\textsuperscript{16} Most importantly, if close election outcomes are as good as randomly determined, this measure of BJP success is arguably uncorrelated with household consumption decisions.

Given that household expenditure at the individual electoral boundaries is not available, it is important to note that this article cannot exploit a regression discontinuity design used in a number of other studies (e.g., Lee, Moretti, and Butler 2004; Lee 2008; Eggers and Hainmueller 2009; Gerber and Hopkins 2010, etc.). However, using slightly more aggregated regions, this article exploits the randomness introduced by close election outcomes and creates a measure of BJP success that is arguably uncorrelated with other determinants of the welfare of SC/ST households. This identification strategy is illustrated in Table 1, which presents summary statistics grouped by success of the BJP in close elections. In particular, the table demonstrates that SC/ST households residing in regions where the BJP performed better in close elections also had lower household expenditures.\textsuperscript{17} Despite differing from a simple regression discontinuity design, other political economy studies in India and elsewhere have relied on similar aggregated regions (e.g., Rehavi 2008; Clots-Figueras 2012, etc.).

In the baseline specification, household expenditure of all households residing in regions where the BJP was involved in a close election is regressed on an interaction between the share of close elections won by the BJP and an indicator for whether the household belonged to an SC/ST, and lower order terms. Although the variation in success of the BJP is at the region level, the baseline specification utilizes household consumption to better control for household-specific factors that are...
available in the NSSO data as follows:

\[
\log(\text{Expenditure}_{hr,t+1}) = \gamma \text{BJPShare}_{Close_{rt}} \times SC/ST_{hrt} + \alpha X_{hrt} + \tau_r + \kappa_t + \epsilon_{rt}
\]

where \(r\) refers to the regions discussed above, \(t\) refers to the election, and \(h\) refers to household. \(\text{Expenditure}_{hr,t+1}\) denotes household expenditure in the year after the election in time period \(t\); \(SC/ST_{hrt}\) denotes an indicator equaling one if the household belongs to an SC/ST; \(\tau_r\) and \(\kappa_t\) denote regional and time fixed effects respectively; and \(X_{hrt}\) contains lower order terms and time-varying regional and household control variables. The coefficient of interest is \(\gamma\) - if a BJP win actually corresponds to lower levels of expenditure of households belonging to SC/ST’s, one would expect \(\gamma < 0\). Identification of \(\gamma\) relies on the assumption that \(E(\text{BJPShare}_{Close_{rt}}\epsilon_{hrt}) = 0\).

There are a number of things to note about this estimation. First, there are instances where there are no close elections involving the BJP in a region. Although the outcome of close elections is arguably random, not being involved in a close election is possibly not random. Given this limitation, one will not be able to make strong inferences about elections that were clearly won or lost based on these results. These are limitations of all studies utilizing the randomness of close election outcomes (e.g., Lee 2008), and similar to many other studies utilizing instrumental variables (e.g., Angrist and Evans 1998). However, a number of models predict that political mobilization is strongest in close elections (e.g., Bardhan and Mookherjee 2010), which would suggest that government spending might be strongest in close elections. Thus, the case of close elections is likely a particularly interesting special case. Regardless, specifications are also estimated analyzing the relationship using all elections.

Second, the baseline specifications focus on SC/ST households and do not separately estimate the effect BJP success might have on Other Backward Classes (OBC), another group that also benefits from policies promoting their welfare. Unlike upper caste voters, OBC households also contribute a significant amount of political support to non-BJP parties (e.g., Heath 1999, Yadav 2004, etc.). However, the list of groups belonging to OBC’s changes over time and is a sensitive political issue. In order to limit concern over interpreting changes in the relationship between OBC expenditures and BJP’s success, the baseline specification and results focus on SC/ST households. However, specifications are also estimated analyzing how the expenditures of OBC households respond to BJP success.
Third, the baseline empirical specification focuses only on the relationship between BJP success and expenditures of households belonging to SC/ST’s. However, in places where the BJP lost an election, a candidate from any other political party might have been successful. This includes the INC, the Communist parties, and all other regional parties. These political parties differ in a number of ways, and in particular, only a subset of the regional parties have an overt focus on issues important to SC/ST households (e.g., the Bahujan Samaj Party). In order to make sure the results are driven by competing against a political party which is viewed favorably by SC/ST voters, specifications are estimated in which expenditure is regressed on success of the BJP in close elections involving the INC.²²

Fourth, this study estimates a number of alternative specifications to make sure the results do not depend on the definition of close elections, and the exclusion of subsets of expenditure that have longer recall periods. Thus, this study estimates specifications using margins of victory other than 3 percent to identify elections as close, and specifications are estimated using the NSSO calculation of total household expenditure as the dependent variable, which includes all types of expenditures regardless of recall periods. Additionally, some state governments held elections during the same year as the parliamentary elections, and it is possible that exogenous shocks to voter turnout that cause the BJP to be more successful in parliamentary elections might also have the same effect in state elections. Thus, in order to ensure the results are detecting the effects of parliamentary elections, specifications are estimated excluding households residing in regions which were holding state elections in the same year.

Fifth, although the data preclude a potential regression discontinuity design for the entire country, there are a number of regions that are composed of only one Parliamentary Constituency and one district. Thus, as a robustness check, specifications are estimated where the sample is restricted to the 39 districts which are composed of exactly one PC. Although the sample size and the geographic coverage of the specification is significantly reduced, the identification strategy collapses into a more traditional regression discontinuity design used in other studies, and expenditure of SC/ST households in PC’s where the BJP narrowly lost are compared to expenditure of SC/ST households in regions where the BJP narrowly won (e.g., Lee, Moretti, and Butler 2004; Lee 2008; Eggers and Hainmueller 2009; Gerber and Hopkins 2010, etc.).

Lastly, timing is very important to the interpretation of the results. In particular, this study performs a falsification test and regresses expenditure on close election outcomes in the future. As discussed in the introduction, if close election outcomes are driven by shocks to voter turnout that are
uncorrelated with other determinants of household expenditure, then there should be no correlation. However, if these specifications detect a relationship, the baseline estimates might be detecting a relationship between expenditure and omitted variables.

Section 3.3: Determinants of Close Election Outcomes

By construction, the share of close elections won by the BJP is correlated with the total share of elections won by the party. This portion of the variation in the total success of the party is utilized to identify the effect BJP success had on the expenditure of households belonging to SC/ST’s. However, in order to obtain consistent estimates of $\gamma$ in specification (7), it is necessary for BJP success in close elections to be uncorrelated with other determinants of household expenditure. Although this is not a directly testable assumption, Tables 2 and 3 provide evidence consistent with the assumption.

In particular, one would expect the BJP on average to win half of the close elections in a region in which there was at least one close election. Rows (1) through (3) of Table 2 demonstrate that the BJP wins between 54 and 57 percent of close elections. These rows further demonstrate that the confidence interval of this estimate contains 50 percent. Despite winning approximately half of the close elections, the estimated standard deviation shows there is a wide amount of variation in the success of the BJP in close elections. However, the success of the BJP in close elections is markedly different from the success that the BJP has in all elections in a region—row (4) demonstrates that the BJP wins approximately 36 percent of all elections in a region during this time period.

In addition to losing approximately half of all close elections, the success of the BJP in close elections is uncorrelated with other regional INC and BJP outcomes that are likely correlated with determinants of household expenditure. In particular, I construct the share of total seats won by both the BJP and INC in the last election, the share of seats clearly won (more than 20 percent of the vote share) by both the BJP and INC, and the total share of elections that are close in a region. I then estimate the following specification:

$$BJPShare_{Close_{rt}} = \tau_r + \kappa_t + \beta_1 ShareClearlyWon_{BJP_{rt}} + \beta_2 ShareClearlyWon_{INC_{rt}} + \beta_3 BJPShare_{Total_{rt-1}} + \beta_4 INCShare_{Total_{rt-1}} + \beta_5 ShareClose_{rt} + \epsilon_{rt}$$

where the independent variables are as described above, and the level of observation is the region.

The estimates of specification (8) are consistent with the identification strategy and are presented in Table 3. Columns (1) through (3) use the share of close elections won by the BJP as the dependent
variable, but vary the margin of victory used to identify an election as close between 2 and 3 percent of the vote share. In these specifications, none of the coefficients are individually significant, and they are jointly insignificant (p-values vary from .3690 to .6964).

On the other hand, columns (4) and (5) demonstrate that the share of all seats won by the BJP in a region is significantly correlated with a number of the variables. Column (4) uses the entire sample of regions, while Column (5) restricts the sample to regions in which there was at least one close election involving the BJP. In either case, the p-value of a test of joint significance is essentially zero.24

Section 4: SC/ST Expenditure and Election Outcomes

Table 4 estimates the relationship between expenditure of households belonging to SC/ST’s and success of the BJP. Columns (1) and (2) estimate the baseline relationship between expenditure and success of the BJP in close elections, and the estimate of $\gamma$ is presented in the top row. The estimates demonstrate that households belonging to SC/ST’s had significantly higher expenditures in regions where non-BJP candidates were successful in close elections. Column (1) estimates a sparse specification including only the variable of interest and lower order terms; and column (2) estimates the baseline specification that includes regional fixed effects, time dummies, and control variables. Column (2) suggests that non-BJP candidates winning all close elections in a region—which is associated with a 31 percent increase in the overall share of elections won by the BJP in a region on average—resulted in approximately 10.4 percent lower expenditures for households belonging to SC/ST’s.

Additionally, Table 4 reports the effects of BJP success on consumption of SC and ST households separately. Column (3) demonstrates that households belonging to SC’s and those belonging to ST’s both had lower expenditures in regions in which the BJP was more successful. However, there is a statistical difference between the estimates at the 5 percent significance level, where SC households were more negatively affected by BJP success. This is similar to other studies, which find differing effects of SC and ST political reservations on policy choices and poverty (e.g., Pande 2003; Bardhan, Mookherjee, and Torrado 2010; Chin and Prakash 2011). Additionally, column (4) also reports a specification estimating the effect BJP success had on households belonging to OBC’s. Similar to both SC and ST’s, households belonging to OBC’s also had lower expenditures in regions where the BJP was more successful in close elections. Furthermore, the estimated coefficient on the share
of close elections won by the BJP in column (4), which represents the increase in consumption for Forward Castes when the BJP wins all close elections in a region, suggests that the group had higher expenditures where the BJP was more successful. Although the estimate is not as precise as the other estimated coefficients, the results suggest that households belonging to Forward Castes had 6.5 percent higher expenditures in regions where the BJP won all close elections.

On the other hand, Columns (5) and (6) estimate specifications analyzing the relationship between expenditure and the BJP’s success in all elections. Column (5) estimates the OLS relationship, while Column (6) estimates an IV specification using the share of close elections won by the BJP, as well as its interaction with an SC/ST indicator, as instruments for the total share of elections won by the BJP and its interaction with an SC/ST indicator. Although not statistically significant, the estimates in Column (5) suggest that households belonging to SC/ST’s had lower expenditures in regions where the BJP won a higher share of the all elections (row 6). However, the estimate is difficult to interpret given the possibility of omitted variables. On the other hand, the IV estimates in column (6) suggest that increasing the share of all elections won by the BJP by 10 percent leads to a decrease in SC/ST household expenditures of 2.9 percent.

Table 5 estimates a number of robustness checks discussed in Section 3.2. In all specifications, the baseline results are robust and households belonging to SC/ST’s have higher expenditures in regions where non-BJP candidates were successful. In columns (1) and (2), the relationship remains the same when using alternate cut-off points for defining close elections, and column (3) demonstrates that the results are similar when the analysis is restricted only to close elections in which an INC and BJP candidate both finished first or second. Columns (4)-(6) further report the baseline estimates broken up by individual elections. Although the relationship is more precisely estimated in some years than in others, the estimate is consistently negative in all specifications. Alternatively, the results remain the same in column (7) when using the NSSO calculation of monthly per capita expenditure (MPCE), which accounts for spending on all types of goods; and column (8) demonstrates the results survive when excluding households residing in regions holding concurrent state elections. Lastly, column (9) of Table 5 restricts the sample to only households in regions where there is only one PC in a district. In this specification, the identification strategy collapses into a more traditional regression discontinuity design and reports the simple expenditure difference between narrowly lost PC’s and narrowly won PC’s. Although the sample size is significantly reduced and the estimated standard errors are larger, the results are similar.

Table 6 analyzes the composition of the expenditure differences, and decomposes expenditures
into food and non-food groups. The estimates in columns (1) and (2) demonstrate that households belonging to SC/ST’s had higher food and non-food expenditures in regions where non-BJP candidates were successful. On the other hand, column (3) demonstrates that in regions where non-BJP candidates were more successful, households belonging to SC/ST’s had higher expenditures on food groups that helped to diversify the diet away from cereals consumption. This finding likely diversifies an average diet that is heavily reliant on cereals (e.g., Tandon and Landes 2011), which can be important to long term health outcomes (e.g., Drescher, Thiele, and Mensink 2007). Furthermore, this consumption response is consistent with how households cope with negative income shocks in many developing countries (e.g., Block et al. 2004; Brinkman et al. 2009).

Additionally, Table 7 reports potential heterogeneity in the baseline estimates, and breaks up the effects of BJP success on SC/ST households by groups. The estimates find little difference in the response of these groups of SC/ST households to BJP success in close elections. Column (1) breaks up SC/ST households into those that have lower expenditures than the average of all SC/ST households, and those that have higher expenditures; column(2) estimates the effects separately for rural and urban households; column (3) breaks up SC/ST households based on whether they resided in a state controlled by the BJP or by another political party; and column (4) estimates the effect separately for households residing in regions with at least one PC reserved for an SC or ST politician, and those residing in regions with no reserved seats. In all instances, each subgroup of SC/ST households had lower expenditures in regions where the BJP was more successful. Additionally, we cannot reject the hypothesis at conventional significance levels that the SC/ST response to BJP success in close election outcomes was equal in each subgroup.

These results survive important falsification tests in Table 8. Columns (1) and (2) estimate how the baseline expenditure in 1998 and 1999 respond to elections one period in the future. Furthermore, columns (3)-(6) estimate the same specification, but use all other measures and subsets of expenditure as the dependent variable. In all specifications, there is no correlation between BJP success in future elections and current expenditures. Both the share of close elections won in the future and the interaction term using the future share are statistically insignificant in all specifications. Additionally, the estimates of these coefficients are small in magnitude and change signs between specifications. On the other hand, all baseline results estimated in Tables 4 through 7 survive the inclusion of future election outcomes.

Section 5: Conclusion
This study presents a simple framework in which politicians target different levels of government spending at different groups of voters based on their ability to affect each group’s voting decision. Using Indian parliamentary elections and the success of the BJP, this study finds an empirical pattern consistent with this framework. These findings are similar to previous findings suggesting that SC/ST’s benefit from electoral seats reserved for politicians belonging to SC/ST’s. However, these results demonstrate that SC/ST’s can benefit from success of politicians that are not group members themselves. Furthermore, similar to Hsieh et al. (2011), this empirical pattern demonstrates that the economic outcomes of a large portion of the population can be affected by election outcomes. However, this study generalizes this pattern to an arguably more democratic country, and demonstrates the poorest and worst-off members of society can be affected.

Additionally, these results further demonstrate the importance of national elections to local outcomes in India. Both due to Constitutional constraints and the benefits of political decentralization (e.g., Bardhan and Mookherjee 2000), there are many reasons to believe that the central government has much less direct control over regional outcomes than state and local governments. Given this concern, many studies focus on state and local governments when discussing political mobilization and the relationship political parties have with minorities (e.g., Pande 2003; Besley et al. 2004; Chhibber and Nooruddin 2004; Duflo, Fischer, and Chattopadhyay 2008; Bardhan, Mookherjee, and Torrado 2010; Munshi and Rosenzweig 2010; Chin and Prakash 2011, etc.). However, along with Mitra (2011), these findings suggest that national elections can have significant regional impacts as well.

However, there are a variety of questions not answered by this analysis. First, the empirical analysis utilized close elections to identify the arguably causal effects of election outcomes on household expenditure. Thus, the analysis has little to say about the effect of elections that are not close. Simple estimations using all elections won by the BJP as the dependent variable in Section 4 were not robust to alternative specifications and are difficult to interpret. However, as discussed above, a number of models suggest the transfers should be largest in elections that are close (e.g., Bardhan and Mookherjee 2010) and that this analysis might represent a particularly interesting special case.

Furthermore, this analysis cannot distinguish the mechanism by which politicians target households belonging to SC/ST’s. This subsequently raises questions regarding how households are targeted. One potential source of targeting might be through participation in the National Food for Work Programme, later subsumed in the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA), which the 61’st round the NSSO consumer expenditure survey tracks. However, participation was
tracked only for the single survey, and far too few households actually participated in the program in that survey to be included in the empirical analysis.

Additionally, it is important to note that this analysis does not imply that BJP politicians harm households belonging to SC/ST’s, but rather that the groups perform better economically in regions where non-BJP candidates were more successful. Thus, one cannot infer whether the consumption changes are the result of direct spending on households, or whether politicians direct political machinery to help the groups, possibly by enforcing existing safeguards in the Constitution. Despite these ambiguities, the results still suggest that the poorest members of society are important to the political process and might be targeted during times of political competition.

Notes

1For simplicity, it will later be assumed that politicians are risk-neutral, which is different from the concave utility function of voters. However, none of the results depend on this assumption.

2Specifically, the density $f_\theta$ is increasing over the interval $(-\infty, 0)$ and decreasing over the interval $(0, \infty)$.

3As demonstrated in previous studies, generalizing the number of candidates significantly complicates the analysis in how voters choose amongst candidates (e.g., Muller and Satterthwaite 1977; Myatt 2007). In particular, results depend upon whether voters cast their vote for their most preferred candidate (sincere voting) or for another candidate based on their preferences over the remaining candidates aside from the most preferred (strategic voting). However, the primary purpose of this simple analysis is to motivate empirical analysis in a more general and potentially theoretically indeterminate framework. Additionally, the present case is still interesting for a number of Parliamentary Constituencies (PC’s) across India. Between 1998 and 2004, the third-closest candidate was not competitive in a large proportion of elections, which limits the potential conflict between sincere and strategic voting (e.g., Niemi, Whitten, and Franklin 1992, 1993; Evans and Heath 1993; Heath and Evans 1994; Myatt 2007, etc.). In particular, only two candidates garnered more than ten percent of the vote share in approximately half of all elections, and nearly one-third of all elections involved cases in which the third-closest candidate garnered less than three percent of the vote share.

4Simply differentiating, the curvature of $\Delta M$ follows directly from assumptions regarding the distribution of $\theta$ and concavity of each voters’ utility.

5Specifically, it is assumed the distribution is symmetric about zero and the pdf $g$ is increasing on the interval $(-\infty, 0)$ and decreasing on the interval $(0, \infty)$.

6See Appendix.

7See Appendix.

8The 2009 election results are not yet available.

9For simplicity, the comparative statics presented above avoided issues dealing with optimal timing of the government spending, and rather focused on motivations for different political parties focusing resources on particular groups throughout the term of office. It is certainly possible that the change immediately after a politician comes to office
could be different from the change between the time the politician comes to office and the time immediately before
the next election.

The 54'th and 56'th rounds are significantly smaller than the 61'st round, and the sampling procedure is different
as well. However, the estimates are also broken up into each individual year, and the results are similar in those cases
to the specifications pooling all years together. Furthermore, the results are robust to excluding any individual year,
including restricting the analysis to the 54'th and 56'th rounds.

Different recall periods might introduce biases into expenditure data (e.g., Deaton 2003). However, alternate
specifications are estimated using total household expenditure regardless of recall period, and all results are robust to
including the excluded categories of expenditure.

Although there is no link between PC’s and districts, there is a direct link PC’s and Assembly Constituencies
(AC’s), which are smaller electoral units used in state elections. Similarly, there is a direct mapping between 1976
district boundaries and ACs. To match the two forms of data, districts are first aggregated up to 1976 boundaries.
Second, both 1976 districts and PCs are aggregated until all the ACs contained in the districts exactly match PC
boundaries as well.

The average number of districts in each region are computed using 1976 boundaries. However, over time, some of
the larger districts have been split up into multiple districts, and thus there are a larger average number of districts
in each region using boundaries from later time periods. On the other hand, the boundaries of PC’s during the time
period under analysis did not change.

Although the entry of more than two candidates in an election may affect the political support for the two most
successful candidates, contingent on being involved in a close election, the randomness in the political party of the
winning candidate should not be affected if the outcome is being driven by shocks to voter turnout.

This assumption is relaxed and a variety of cut-off points are used in the estimations.

The results survive using other measures of BJP success in close elections. In particular, the results survive using
the following measure of the total number of extra seats won by the BJP through close elections:

\[
\frac{\text{CloseWon}_{rt} - \text{CloseLost}_{rt}}{\text{TotalSeats}_{rt}}
\]

This difference is more pronounced for households belonging to SC’s than those belonging to ST’s, and the
difference is largest following the 1999 and 2004 elections.

Controls include other household characteristics and regional election outcomes that are plausibly correlated with
the expenditure of households belonging to SC/ST’s. Controls include household size, an indicator if the household
is in a rural area, an indicator equaling one if the household owned land, ten indicators equaling one if the head of
the household was employed in the 1-digit NIC code, the share of seats clearly won by both the BJP and INC in the
region, the share of total seats won by both the BJP and INC in the region in the previous election, and share of
elections that are close.

It is important to note that regions with at least one close election could potentially include households in PC’s
with no close elections given there are many regions with more than one PC. The expenditure of these households in
constituencies without a close election is regressed on the share of close elections won by the BJP in the entire region,
which is fully determined by other constituencies. However, as long as the identification strategy is valid, success in
close elections in constituencies should be uncorrelated with other swings in household expenditure - including those
that arise from other sorts of political targeting in non-close constituencies- and the resulting estimate of \( \gamma \) should be
It is possible that prior to elections, politicians might improve access to public goods, which in turn would affect household expenditures on education, health, etc. following the election. However, the identification strategy relies on success of the BJP in close elections, and compares regions where the BJP was successful in close elections to regions it was unsuccessful in close elections. Thus, if the identification strategy is valid, estimates of $\gamma$ should capture post-election targeting.

Although the expenditures of OBC’s might be trending for reasons related to their designation, the trends should arguably be uncorrelated with BJP success in close election outcomes if the identification strategy is valid. In results not shown, all baseline results, robustness checks, and falsification tests are identical when grouping OBC households with SC/ST’s.

Other political parties more closely aligned with SC/ST issues, such as the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP), are also of interest to this analysis. However, empirical concerns limit the ability of this study to address these issues. In particular, the identification strategy focuses on close election outcomes, and the BSP is not involved in enough close elections to utilize a similar identification strategy that is presented above.

Although the share of close elections won by the BJP is correlated with the current share of seats won by the BJP, it should be uncorrelated with success in the previous election.

The estimates in columns (4) and (5) should be interpreted with caution given omitted variable bias. However the positive correlation between the current electoral success of the BJP and the past electoral success of the INC is what one would expect based on the anti-incumbency effect estimated in India (e.g., Uppal 2009).

This is corroborated by the sensitivity of the results to the controls that are added. In some specifications not shown, the estimate is statistically significant and positive, and in others, is not statistically significant.

There are difficulties in interpreting this estimate as well. In particular, one would not be able to tell if success in non-close elections has a similar effect on expenditures as success in close elections. If politicians target households more in close elections, as is described in the model in Section 2.1, then this empirical strategy would result in an overestimate of the average relationship between BJP success in all elections and households belonging to SC/ST’s.

The 2009 election is not yet available, and thus there is no future election outcomes for expenditure measures in the 61’st round of the NSSO consumer expenditure survey.
Appendix:
This section demonstrates two results from Section 2:

1. Claim 1: There exists a sufficiently large \( \psi \) (exogenous swings in voter support from the last election) and a sufficiently small \( \alpha_i \) (share of group i that is influenced by government spending) such that the \( \pi_1^* \) and \( \pi_2^* \) that satisfy the first order conditions outlined by equation (6) result in a global maximum.

2. Claim 2: There exists a sufficiently large \( \psi \) and a sufficiently small \( \alpha_i \) such that increasing the share of the other group that can be attracted by government spending will result in more government spending on that group (i.e., \( \frac{\partial\pi_i^*}{\partial\alpha_j} > 0 \)), and decrease spending on group i (i.e., \( \frac{\partial\pi_i^*}{\partial\alpha_j} < 0 \)).

To demonstrate the first claim, one can demonstrate that under the necessary conditions, the Hessian of the objective function is negative definite for all possible values of \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \). Thus any critical point is a global maximum.

Denoting the first order conditions outlined in equation (6) with respect to \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \) as \( f^1 \) and \( f^2 \) respectively, the Hessian of the objective function is the following matrix:

\[
A = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial f^1}{\partial \pi_1} & \frac{\partial f^1}{\partial \pi_2} \\
\frac{\partial f^2}{\partial \pi_1} & \frac{\partial f^2}{\partial \pi_2}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Calculating each derivative, it follows that:

\[
f^1_{\pi_1} = R \left[ \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial \Delta M^2} \frac{\partial \Delta M}{\partial \pi_1} + \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \Delta M} \frac{\partial^2 \Delta M}{\partial \pi_1^2} \right] < 0
\]

\[
f^1_{\pi_2} = R \left[ \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial \Delta M^2} \frac{\partial \Delta M}{\partial \pi_2} \right] < 0
\]

\[
f^2_{\pi_1} = R \left[ \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial \Delta M^2} \frac{\partial \Delta M}{\partial \pi_1} \right] < 0
\]

\[
f^2_{\pi_2} = R \left[ \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial \Delta M^2} \frac{\partial \Delta M}{\partial \pi_2} + \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \Delta M} \frac{\partial^2 \Delta M}{\partial \pi_2^2} \right] < 0
\]

These inequalities follow from the assumptions outlined in Section 2. It can be shown by simply differentiating that, based on the assumptions in Section 2, \( \frac{\partial^2 \Delta M}{\partial \pi_i^2} < 0 \) for all values of \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \) for both i=1 and 2. Furthermore, for politicians expecting to win the next election (i.e., a sufficiently large \( \psi \) such that \( Marg > 0 \)), the assumptions of Section 2 guarantee that \( \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial \Delta M^2} < 0 \) for all values of \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \).

Thus, the determinant of the first principal minor of A, \( f^1_{\pi_1} \), is less than zero. Furthermore, the determinant of A can be decomposed as:

\[
Det(A) = f^1_{\pi_1} f^2_{\pi_2} - f^1_{\pi_2} f^2_{\pi_1} = \left[ \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial \Delta M^2} \right] \left[ \frac{\partial \Delta M}{\partial \pi_1} \frac{\partial \Delta M}{\partial \pi_2} \right] [1 - \frac{\partial \Delta M}{\partial \pi_1} \frac{\partial \Delta M}{\partial \pi_2}] + \Omega
\]

Where \( \Omega \) is a collection of positive terms for all values of \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \). Given the assumptions outlined in Section 2 guarantee all terms above are bounded for all values of \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \), the above determinant would be positive if \( \frac{\partial \Delta M}{\partial \pi_i} \) was sufficiently small for all values of \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \) for either i=1 or 2.

Calculating the derivative, it follows that:

\[
\frac{\partial \Delta M}{\partial \pi_i} = \alpha_i * Total_i * f_0 \left[ u(s_i, \pi_i) \right] * u'(s_i \pi_i) * s_i
\]

Given a sufficiently small \( \alpha_i \), the term approaches zero while all other terms above are bounded.
Thus, there exists a sufficiently small $\alpha_i$ and a sufficiently large $\psi$ such that $A$ is negative definite for all possible values of $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$. Thus, the $\pi_1^*$ and $\pi_2^*$ that satisfy the first order conditions are a global maximum.

In calculating the comparative statics in the second claim, it is useful to define the following matrices:

$$B = \begin{pmatrix} f^1_{\alpha_1} & f^1_{\pi_2} \\ f^2_{\alpha_1} & f^2_{\pi_2} \end{pmatrix}$$

$$C = \begin{pmatrix} f^1_{\pi_1} & f^1_{\alpha_1} \\ f^2_{\pi_1} & f^2_{\alpha_1} \end{pmatrix}$$

Applying the Implicit Function Theorem, the following comparative statics follow:

$$\frac{\partial \pi_1^*}{\partial \alpha_1} = -\frac{\det(B)}{\det(A)}$$

$$\frac{\partial \pi_2^*}{\partial \alpha_1} = -\frac{\det(C)}{\det(A)}$$

The remaining derivatives are calculated as follows:

$$f^1_{\alpha_1} = R \ast \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \Delta} \frac{\partial^2 \Delta M}{\partial \pi_1 \partial \alpha_1} > 0$$

$$f^2_{\alpha_1} = 0$$

The signs follow from differentiation and the assumptions of Section 2. Given these relationships, it follows that $\det(B) < 0$, $\det(C) > 0$ for all possible values of $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$. Given that there exist a sufficiently small $\alpha_i$ and a sufficiently large $\psi$ such that $\det(A) > 0$, then under those conditions $\frac{\partial \pi_1^*}{\partial \alpha_j} > 0$ and $\frac{\partial \pi_2^*}{\partial \alpha_j} < 0$. 
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Table 1: Monthly Household Expenditure by Social Group

Monthly Household Expenditure by Social Group:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>54'th Round NSSO Consumer Expenditure Survey</th>
<th>56'th Round NSSO Consumer Expenditure Survey</th>
<th>61'st Round NSSO Consumer Expenditure Survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Households</td>
<td>849.45 (49.6)</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>846.9 (30.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Close Elections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Won by BJP=1</td>
<td>849.45 (49.6)</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>828.0 (23.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Close Elections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Won by BJP&lt;1</td>
<td>862.5 (56.0)</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>853.6 (41.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>-49.9 (109.2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-25.6 (46.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table presents summary statistics for household expenditure based on social group status, and further partitions households by the success of the BJP in close elections. In particular, households are partitioned into those residing in regions where the BJP wins all close elections, and regions where the BJP loses at least one close election. Standard errors clustered by region are reported in parentheses. All values are in rupees. The households are from three separate rounds of the National Sample Survey Organization surveys- the 54'th, 56'th, and the 61'st, and include only households residing in regions where the BJP is involved in a close election (elections determined by less than three percent of the vote share). These expenditure values include expenditure on all items that report a 30-day recall period on all 3 NSSO surveys- this excludes clothing, institutional medical expenses, education, and durable goods. All social groupings are those used by the NSSO, and are the official definitions used by the Indian government. These summary statistics are not weighted based on sampling design, which oversamples affluent rural and urban households. However, the consumption differences persist when summary statistics are properly weighted.
### Table 2: Close Election Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Sample Mean</th>
<th>Standard Dev</th>
<th>95 percent Confidence Interval for Sample Mean</th>
<th>Ave. Number of Close Elections</th>
<th>Max Number of Close Elections</th>
<th>Obs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP- 3 percent of Vote Share</td>
<td>.546 (.042)</td>
<td>.442</td>
<td>(.463,.629)</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP- 2.5 percent of Vote Share</td>
<td>.547 (.044)</td>
<td>.455</td>
<td>(.459,.634)</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP- 2 percent of Vote Share</td>
<td>.574 (.049)</td>
<td>.453</td>
<td>(.477,.670)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Share of Seats Won by the BJP</td>
<td>.359 (.021)</td>
<td>.403</td>
<td>(.318,.400)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

1. This table reports the success of the BJP in both all election outcomes in each region, as well as the BJP’s success in close elections in each region. Column (1) presents the sample mean of BJP success in either close or all elections, and column (2) reports the standard deviation. Column (3) presents the 95 percent confidence interval for the estimate of the sample mean, where standard errors have been clustered by region. Column (4) presents the average number of close elections for each region in which there was at least one close election. Column (5) presents the maximum number of close elections in any region.

2. Each row uses a slightly different definition of a close election. The top row defines any election as close if it is determined by less than 3 percent of the vote share, and the rows below respectively use 2.5 percent and 2 percent.
Table 3: Regional Correlates of Close Election Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable:</th>
<th>Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</th>
<th>Share of All Elections Won by the BJP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cut-off for Close Elections = 3 percent</td>
<td>Cut-off for Close Elections = 2.5 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Seats Won by INC in Last Election</td>
<td>-.055 (.456)</td>
<td>.136 (.442)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Seats Won by BJP in Last Election</td>
<td>-.319 (.523)</td>
<td>-.192 (.329)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Seats Clearly Won by INC (&gt;20 percent of vote share)</td>
<td>-1.68 (1.62)</td>
<td>-1.47 (1.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Seats Clearly Won by BJP (&gt;20 percent of vote share)</td>
<td>.675 (1.01)</td>
<td>.540 (.957)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Seats that are Close</td>
<td>-.387 (.334)</td>
<td>-.233 (.383)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value of a test all coefficients jointly equal zero</td>
<td>.3690</td>
<td>.6905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. This table estimates the correlation between the share of close elections- those determined by less than 3 percent, 2.5 percent, and 2 percent of the vote share- won by the BJP in a region and other regional election outcomes. In columns (1) through (3), only regions in which there is a close election are included.
2. Column (4) repeats the estimation for the success of the BJP in all elections, and includes all regions in each of the three elections. Column (5) estimates the same specification, but only includes the same observations used in column (1) - regions where there is at least one election involving the BJP determined by less than 3 percent of the vote share.
3. The regions used are an aggregation of districts and parliamentary constituencies until there is a direct link between the two boundaries. Elections between 1998 and 2004 are used in the estimation. All specifications include regional fixed effects and time dummies, and standard errors are clustered by region.
4. **** denotes statistical significance at the 1 percent level, ** denotes statistical significance at the 5 percent level, and * denotes statistical significance at the 10 percent level.
Table 4: The Relationship between BJP Success in Close Elections and Consumption of Households Belonging to Scheduled Castes and Tribes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline Specification</th>
<th>Addition of an OBC indicator</th>
<th>Relationship between SC/ST Expenditure and Overall BJP Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC/ST Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-.088* (.049)</td>
<td>-104*** (.029)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-187*** (.060)</td>
<td>-233*** (.069)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- .073*** (.019)</td>
<td>-111*** (.028)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBC Indicator* Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- .082*** (.027)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>.094 (.139)</td>
<td>.029 (.036)</td>
<td>.030 (.019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC/ST Indicator * Share of Total Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.066 (.042)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Total Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.043 (.072)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC/ST Indicator</td>
<td>-.198* (.041)</td>
<td>-.124*** (.024)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-value of a test of equality of coefficients on higher order terms |
- - .029** .007*** - -

P-value of a test of all higher order terms jointly equaling zero |
- - .0009*** .002*** - -

Regional Fixed Effects, Time Dummies, and Controls |
N Y Y Y Y N N N Y

IV |
N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Observations |

Notes:

1. This table estimates both the relationship between the success of the BJP in close elections and the consumption of households belonging to SC/ST’s (columns 1-3), the relationship between consumption of households belonging to SC/ST/OBC’s and the success of the BJP in close elections (column 4), and the relationship between the success of the BJP in all elections and the consumption of households belonging to SC/ST’s (columns 5-6). The top row of the table gives an estimate of how BJP success in close elections affects consumption of households belonging to SC/ST’s. Close elections are defined as all elections determined by less than 3 percent of the total vote share. Each household in regions involved in a close election constitutes an observation, and during the entire time period there are 94,765 such households.

2. Column (1) estimates a sparse baseline specification including only lower order terms. All other specifications include lower order terms, time dummies, and regional fixed effects and control variables- the share of seats won by the INC in the previous election, the share of seats won by the BJP in the previous election, the share of seats won clearly by the INC, the share of seats won clearly by the BJP, the share of total elections that are close, an indicator equaling one if a household resides in a rural area, the number of household members, an indicator equaling one if the household owns land, and ten dummies equal to one if the head of the household is employed in the 1-digit NIC industry.

3. In specifications where there is more than one higher order term, the table reports p-values of a hypothesis test that the higher order terms are equal, as well as p-values from a hypothesis test that all higher order terms are jointly equal to zero.

4. *** denotes statistical significance at the 1 percent level, ** denotes statistical significance at the 5 percent level, and * denotes statistical significance at the 10 percent level. Standard errors clustered by region are reported in parentheses.
Table 5: Robustness Checks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: log(Monthly Household Expenditure)</th>
<th>Alternative Cut-Off Points for Close Elections</th>
<th>Restricts Success of BJP to Close Elections in which INC and BJP Finish Either First or Second</th>
<th>Sample Restricted to 1998 Election</th>
<th>Sample Restricted to 1999 Election</th>
<th>Sample Restricted to 2004 Election</th>
<th>Dependent Variable is the Monthly Per Capita Expenditure Calculated by NSSO</th>
<th>Excludes Regions with Concurrent State Elections</th>
<th>Restricts Sample to a Direct Match Between PC and District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SC/ST Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won-2.5%</strong></td>
<td>-0.083*** (.025)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SC/ST Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won-2%</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.076** (.034)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SC/ST Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP involving the INC</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.088** (.035)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SC/ST Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won-3%</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.032 (.053)</td>
<td>-0.107** (.045)</td>
<td>-0.104*** (.035)</td>
<td>-0.117*** (.038)</td>
<td>-0.106*** (.031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>61,514</td>
<td>47,497</td>
<td>59,498</td>
<td>12,062</td>
<td>37,617</td>
<td>45,086</td>
<td>94,765</td>
<td>67,966</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

1. This table estimates a number of robustness checks of the baseline results analyzing the relationship between the success of the BJP in close elections and the consumption of households belonging to SC/ST’s. Columns (1) and (2) use margins of victory of 2.5 and 2 percent of the vote share to identify election as close; column (3) restricts the analysis to BJP success in close elections in which either the BJP or INC finishes first or second, and includes only households in regions where the two parties were involved in a close election; columns (4)-(6) estimate the baseline specification for each time period separately; column (7) estimates a specification using the total household per capita expenditure as calculated by the NSSO as the dependent variable; column (8) excludes regions having concurrent state elections; and column (9) restricts the sample to households in regions in which there is only one Parliamentary Constituency in the district.

2. All specifications include regional fixed effects and time dummies. Additionally all specifications include lower order terms and control variables- the share of seats won by the INC in the previous election, the share of seats won by the BJP in the previous election, the share of seats won clearly by the INC, the share of seats won clearly by the BJP, the share of total elections that are close, an indicator equaling one if a household resides in a rural area, the number of household members, an indicator equaling one if the household owns land, and ten dummies equal to one if the head of the household is employed in the 1-digit NIC industry.

3. *** denotes statistical significance at the 1 percent level, ** denotes statistical significance at the 5 percent level, and * denotes statistical significance at the 10 percent level. Standard errors clustered by region are reported in parentheses.
Table 6: The Composition of Consumption Changes in Response to Election Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Food Expenditure</th>
<th>Non-Food Expenditure</th>
<th>Expenditure on Animal Protein, Fruits, and Vegetables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC/ST Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-.097***</td>
<td>-.145***</td>
<td>-.133**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.029)</td>
<td>(.036)</td>
<td>(.061)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>94,765</td>
<td>94,765</td>
<td>94,765</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. This table estimates the relationship between the success of the BJP in close elections and the consumption of households belonging to SC/ST’s. Columns (1)-(3) estimate the baseline specification, but break up expenditure by subsets of total expenditure. Column (1) uses total food expenditure; and column (2) uses all non-food expenditure; and column (3) uses expenditure on food items that help diversify household diets away from cereals.
2. All households that did not spend money on particular subgroups have been assigned an expenditure of one rupee (i.e., log(expenditure)=0). Most groupings had a very small number of households spending zero on any subgroup. All results survive when estimating Poisson regressions.
3. All specifications include regional fixed effects and time dummies. Additionally all specifications include lower order terms and control variables- the share of seats won by the INC in the previous election, the share of seats won by the BJP in the previous election, the share of seats won clearly by the INC, the share of seats won clearly by the BJP, the number of household members, an indicator equaling one if the household owns land, and ten dummies equal to one if the head of the household is employed in the 1-digit NIC industry.
4. *** denotes statistical significance at the 1 percent level, ** denotes statistical significance at the 5 percent level, and * denotes statistical significance at the 10 percent level. Standard errors clustered by region are reported in parentheses.
Table 7: Variation in the Response of Consumption to Election Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable: ( \log(\text{Monthly Household Expenditure}) )</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poor SC/ST Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>- .044** (.022)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Poor SC/ST Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>- .089*** (.022)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural SC/ST Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-1.14 (.035)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban SC/ST Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- .095 (.031)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC/ST in Non-BJP Controlled State Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-1.04 (.038)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC/ST in BJP-controlled State Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-1.09*** (.044)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC/ST in Regions with Seats Reserved for SC/ST Politicians Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.67 (.034)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC/ST in Regions with No Seats Reserved for SC/ST Politicians Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-1.09*** (.030)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value of a test of equality of coefficients on higher order terms</td>
<td>.165</td>
<td>.517</td>
<td>.904</td>
<td>.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value of a test of all higher order terms jointly equaling zero</td>
<td>.0001</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

1. This table analyzes heterogeneity in the baseline relationship between the success of the BJP in close elections and the consumption of households belonging to SC/ST’s. Column (1) separates the effects by SC/ST households spending above the average SC/ST household expenditure, and households spending below the average; column (2) separates the effects by rural and urban SC/ST households; column (3) separates the effects by SC/ST households that reside in states controlled by the BJP and by those that reside in states controlled by other parties; and column (4) separates the effects into SC/ST households that reside in regions with at least one seat reserved for either an SC or ST politician and those that reside in regions with no seats reserved for an SC or ST politician. The table also reports p-values of a hypothesis test that the higher order terms are equal, as well as p-values from a hypothesis test that all higher order terms are jointly equal to zero.

2. All specifications include regional fixed effects and time dummies. Additionally all specifications include lower order terms and control variables- the share of seats won by the INC in the previous election, the share of seats won by the BJP in the previous election, the share of seats won clearly by the INC, the share of seats won clearly by the BJP, the share of total elections that are close, an indicator equaling one if a household resides in a rural area, the number of household members, an indicator equaling one if the household owns land, and ten dummies equal to one if the head of the household is employed in the 1-digit NIC industry.

3. *** denotes statistical significance at the 1 percent level, ** denotes statistical significance at the 5 percent level, and * denotes statistical significance at the 10 percent level. Standard errors clustered by region are reported in parentheses.
### Table 8: The Relationship between Household Expenditure and Future Election Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable:</th>
<th>log(Expenditure)</th>
<th>log(NSSO-Calculated Expenditure)</th>
<th>log(Food Expenditure)</th>
<th>log(Non-food Expenditure)</th>
<th>log(Food Diversity Expenditure)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SC Indicator * Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(.031)</td>
<td>(.034)</td>
<td>(.032)</td>
<td>(.039)</td>
<td>(.061)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SC Indicator * Future Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</strong></td>
<td>-.009</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>-.025</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>-.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(.044)</td>
<td>(.043)</td>
<td>(.042)</td>
<td>(.044)</td>
<td>(.052)</td>
<td>(.055)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Future Share of Close Elections Won by the BJP</strong></td>
<td>-.004</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(.048)</td>
<td>(.035)</td>
<td>(.041)</td>
<td>(.031)</td>
<td>(.066)</td>
<td>(.046)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**

1. This table estimates the relationship between BJP success in future elections and consumption of households belonging to SC/ST’s. All elections are determined close if the election was determined by less than 3 percent of the vote share. If the identification strategy is valid and the outcomes of close elections are exogenous to consumption decisions, then we would expect no correlation between consumption and future election outcomes. The table also estimates specifications which include the BJP’s success in current close election as well as the BJP’s success in future close elections.

2. These specifications only include observations from 1998 and 1999; details of the 2009 election have not yet been made publicly available and thus there are no future election results for observations from 2004.

3. All specifications include regional fixed effects and time dummies. Additionally all specifications include lower order terms and control variables – the share of seats won by the INC in the previous election, the share of seats won by the BJP in the previous election, the share of seats won clearly by the INC, the share of seats won clearly by the BJP, the share of total elections that are close, an indicator equaling one if a household resides in a rural area, the number of household members, an indicator equaling one if the household owns land, and ten dummies equal to one if the head of the household is employed in the 1-digit NIC industry.

4. *** denotes statistical significance at the 1 percent level, ** denotes statistical significance at the 5 percent level, and * denotes statistical significance at the 10 percent level. Standard errors clustered by region are reported in parentheses.